
WAKE COUNTY TRANSIT PLAN 

Transit Planning Advisory Committee

TPAC Regular Meeting via WebEx • January 12, 2022 • 9:30am- 11:45am 

Minutes 

I. Welcome and Introductions (Gaby Lawlor, TPAC Chair)
Gaby welcomed everyone to the first meeting of the year and provided a reminder to the attendees that
discussion should be limited to TPAC voting members in attendance. She informed attendees that they can
review attachment B if they’re not sure of their role.

Shannon Cox introduced Katie Schwing as their new Transit Planner. Katie has ties in the Triangle but is coming
in from Virginia. Katie will be designated as a voting alternate for the Town of Apex.

II. Adjustments to the Agenda – None

III. General Public or Agency Comment (Gaby Lawlor, TPAC Chair)

Nathan Spencer – Recap of 12/15 meeting and look forward. Nathan reminded the TPAC that Wake Up Wake
County held an event with a variety of well-received speakers discussing on “connecting the region”. A large
portion of the presentations focused on the positive impact that new commuter rail services have brought to
less-connected communities across the country. It was a great event and another is being planned for April.

Attachment B



 

 

 
TPAC ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS 
 

IV. 2022 TPAC Chair & Vice Chair Elections 
(Action Item: Stephanie Plancich, TPAC Administrator, 5 minutes)  

 
In January each year, the TPAC Administrator conducts Chair and Vice Chair elections in accordance with the 
Transit Planning Advisory Committee (TPAC) bylaws. The term of office is one calendar year, and there are no 
limits on the number of consecutive terms a TPAC member may serve in a leadership role. Nominations for the 
2022 term opened at the December 8th regular TPAC meeting. Stephanie received nominations for both Gaby 
Lawlor and David Eatman to retain their current leadership roles and both are willing and able to serve in 2022.  

 
Motion to elect Gaby Lawlor as TPAC Chair and David Eatman as Vice Chair for the 2022 term made by Kelly 
Blazey. Second by Shelby Powell. Passed Unanimously.    
 
 

V. 2022 TPAC Meeting Schedule 
(Action Item: Stephanie Plancich, TPAC Administrator, 5 minutes)  
 
Each year the TPAC sets its regular meeting schedule for the next calendar year. The current schedule is the 
2nd Wednesday of the month between 9:30am and noon.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motion to confirm the 2022 TPAC meeting schedule made by Shelby Powell. Second by Michael Moore. 
Passed unanimously. 
 

VI. 2022 TPAC Weighted Voting Structure 
(Information Item: Stephanie Plancich, TPAC Administrator, 5 minutes) Attachment A 

 
In accordance with the TPAC bylaws, the TPAC’s weighted voting structure is updated to reflect current 
population data each year. The 2022 structure reflects 2020 population estimates published by the Office of 
State Budget and Management (OSBM).  
 
Received as information. 
 
 

VII. TPAC Membership Update  
(Information Item: Stephanie Plancich, TPAC Administrator, 10 minutes) Attachment B 
 
2021 was a busy year for the TPAC. We celebrated several programmatic accomplishments, including the first 
full update to Wake County’s Transit Plan. TPAC members provided guidance and support for several planning 
efforts, and project sponsors moved numerous transit projects closer to completion. We did all of it while the 
TPAC’s member roster saw significant changes. A total of 47 TPAC roster adjustments were made in 2021. 
This membership update is intended to welcome our new members, thank those who have moved onto new 
things and to build some familiarity amongst the members of their designated roles. Members are asked to 
review the current TPAC roster (Attachment B) and email stephanie.plancich@camo-nc.us with any questions 
or to request edits and updates.  
 
Received as information. 
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VIII. TPAC Member Survey  
(Information Item: Stephanie Plancich, TPAC Administrator, 20 minutes)  
 
In December, CAMPO staff sent out a TPAC member’s survey to capture feedback, opinions and guidance on 
several of the TPAC’s ongoing and upcoming administrative activities. TPAC and TPAC subcommittee 
members were encouraged to participate whether they are a new to Wake Transit or a seasoned program 
participant. We will discuss the survey results and resulting recommendations that emerged from them.  
 
Received as information. 
 
 

PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING ITEMS 
 

IX. FY2022, 3rd Quarter Wake Transit Work Plan Amendment Requests 
(Action Item: Bret Martin, CAMPO, 20 minutes) Attachment C 
 
Twenty-four (24) amendment requests were submitted by CAMPO, the City of Raleigh, GoTriangle, and the 
Towns of Apex and Cary for consideration in the 3rd quarter of FY 2022. Documentation for the amendment 
requests, including more information on the nature of each request, is provided in Attachment C. All 24 of the 
amendment requests fall into the ‘Major Amendment’ category. Per the adopted Wake Transit Work Plan 
Amendment Policy, the TPAC Budget & Finance and Planning & Prioritization Subcommittees are tasked with 
jointly reviewing amendment requests when quarterly amendment lists contain one (1) of more ‘Major 
Amendment’ requests. The subcommittees consider appropriateness of changes in scope or the scope of new 
projects and, if applicable, financial choices and tradeoffs associated with the proposed amendments. The 
subcommittees unanimously rendered a scope and financial disposition for the requested amendments at a 
December 17th joint meeting with the following findings: 
 
1) The proposed reductions in FY22 budgeted amounts for various operating projects would result in a total 

of $2,887,613 being added to fund balance, which allows more funding to be encumbered to other projects; 
2) The proposed reductions in capital project allocations made in prior fiscal years would result in a total of 

$946,124 being added to fund balance, which allows more funding to be encumbered to other projects; 
3) The addition of a proposed operating project funding allocation for CAMPO administrative expenses related 

to its Wake Transit Plan implementation responsibilities is appropriate for the continued implementation of 
the Wake County Transit Plan; 

4) The proposed change in budget to add $15,000,000 to Project TC002-F [Downtown Cary Multimodal 
Transit Center (Design and Land Acquisition)] to fund land acquisition for the facility is appropriate for the 
continued implementation of the Wake County Transit Plan and, more specifically, the Wake BRT: Western 
Corridor project, the western Durham to Garner/Clayton commuter rail project, and GoCary bus service 
expansion; and 

5) The proposed changes in budget to add $30,000 to Project TC005-A3 [Western Corridor Bus Rapid Transit 
Facility (FY 22 – Project Development, Final Design)] and Project TC002-A [Raleigh Union Station Bus 
Facility (FY 20 – Design)] for artist retention fees are appropriate for the continued implementation of the 
Wake County Transit Plan and are consistent with the adopted Wake Transit Art Funding Eligibility Policy. 

 
The amendment requests were released for public comment between December 10, 2021, and January 9, 
2022. No public comments were received in response to the amendment requests as of January 5th.  

Motion to recommend approval of the FY22, 3rd Quarter Wake Transit Work Plan amendment requests to the 
Wake Transit governing boards made by Kelly Blazey. Second by Shelby Powell. Passed Unanimously.    
 
 

X. TPAC Guidance on Financial Model and Multi-Year Operating Program Assumptions for Baseline  
Pre-Wake Transit Services      (Discussion/Possible Action Item: Bret Martin, CAMPO, 20 minutes) 
 
This item is being brought to the TPAC for discussion because of a disconnect in interpretation and application 
of how adopted policy is being applied to financials related to bus service expansion. We currently have the two 
lead agencies interpreting the policy differently and need the TPAC to provide guidance on how to move 



 

 

forward. In August of 2021, in accordance with the Wake Transit Work Plan project funding agreements 
between GoTriangle and CAMPO, GoTriangle staff submitted to CAMPO staff a final reimbursement request 
for FY 2021 for performance on projects during the 4th quarter of the FY. After review, CAMPO staff 
subsequently deemed the reimbursement request incomplete, as well as many of the total requested expenses 
associated with the reimbursement request ineligible for reimbursement as a result. The information requested 
by CAMPO staff to be submitted to make the reimbursement request complete included an identification of 
routes that GoTriangle previously operated but did not operate during FY 21, routes for which GoTriangle 
operated a reduced number of revenue hours compared to their fully scoped service output, the number of 
Wake County-attributable revenue hours normally associated with those routes, and the number of Wake 
County-attributable revenue hours actually provided during the fiscal year. The intent of this request for 
additional information was to determine the amount of net additional Wake County-attributable revenue hours 
that were provided above GoTriangle’s pre-Wake Transit baseline that could be considered eligible for 
reimbursement.  
 
Summarily, CAMPO staff’s position on the issue is that revenue hours transit providers financially supported 
before the availability of Wake Transit tax revenues are the transit providers’ responsibility to continue to 
financially support, as the adopted Wake Bus Plan and both the adopted financial model and multi-year 
operating program components of annual Wake Transit Work Plans require and hold as critical foundational 
assumptions. Therefore, it is CAMPO staff’s position that Wake County-attributable revenue hours of service 
associated with a pre-Wake Transit baseline are ineligible for reimbursement with Wake Transit tax revenues. 
It is also CAMPO staff’s position that deviating from this determination for GoTriangle’s services and allowing 
GoTriangle’s pre-Wake Transit baseline services/revenue hours to be funded with Wake Transit tax revenues 
would be an inequitable application of established policy across the range of Wake Transit-funded fixed-route 
service providers (i.e., GoTriangle, GoRaleigh and GoCary). The adopted Wake Bus Plan and the financial 
model and multi-year operating program components of annual Wake Transit Work Plans are constructed on 
an essential foundation to only fund the net additional revenue hours for all three fixed-route service providers. 
If this maintenance of effort requirement did not exist, providers could use tens of millions of dollars in Wake 
Transit tax revenues to supplant all of their pre-existing services, which would result in the inability for Wake 
Transit tax revenues to support the level of service expansion envisioned in the Wake County Transit Plan. 
 
As communicated to CAMPO staff, the position on the issue GoTriangle staff holds is that there is not and 
should not be a maintenance of effort requirement that applies to specific types of baseline expenditures (e.g., 
bus services, capital infrastructure, staffing resources, etc.) upon which the Wake County Transit Plan intends 
to build.  
Instead, transit providers would need to work toward achieving their pre-Wake Transit baseline level of total 
expenditures that account for the full suite of potential types of expenditures or investments without isolating 
and subjecting a specific type of expenditure (e.g., bus services) to a maintenance of effort requirement. Given 
the opposing positions on this issue, CAMPO staff will ask the TPAC to provide guidance on a path forward to 
resolve this disconnect in program policy interpretation at its January 12th regular meeting and will share various 
policy alternative scenarios for the TPAC to consider.  
 
Bret provided clarity on the difference between Supplementation and Supplantation. He noted that there is not 
a NC court legal decision on defining these terms in relation to our enabling legislation. Wake Transit partners 
defined and adopted our policy to use 2016 data to set our baseline expenditures and set the parameters of 
what funds and which expenditures can be supplanted or supplemented with Wake Transit funds. It was a 
conscious decision to require that each agency’s bus service expenditure totals must be maintained each year 
and that Wake transit would “Supplement” additional costs above their cost/revenue hour baselines.  
 
Bret made a point to make sure that the TPAC understood that the bus service funding baseline buys revenue 
hours. It is not calculated dollar for dollar.   
 
In short, when a new bus service is established that will replace a service that existed pre-Wake Transit, the 
providers must back out the original baseline cost for the routes being replaced from the cost of the new route 
to Wake Transit. Wake Transit cannot take on the full cost each time a route changes or is added. All planning 
and programming decisions and the financial model, Bus Plan, etc. are based on this rule. CAMPO’s 
perspective is that the bus service baseline MUST be maintained as is and should continue to be our policy for 
future bus service expansion. If not, the impact to the program is about $40 million dollars per year.  
 



 

 

To demonstrate how the policy has worked so far and is hard coded into our planning process, Bret showed 
GoRaleigh’s Biltmore Hills Route Package as it is reflected in the financial model.  
The financial model shows that when this route goes into effect it will be replacing all or portions of 3 other 
current routes. The cost of those routes/route portions (current route 5, route 13 and route 22) being replaced 
is then backed out of the total cost to run the new service. Wake Transit is only asked to supplement the costs 
above what was already being paid for by the provider.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He showed how the policy/rule was used in developing the Bus Plan, adopted by both governing boards,  as 
well. He showed GoTriangle’s year-by-year-service change sheet and showed that when their new  service, 
Route 305 (Apex-Raleigh) comes on line it will replace and service that existed pre-Wake Transit. So in the Bus 
Plan it shows the total new net cost for Route 305 (Cary-Raleigh), minus the existing net cost of Route 301 
which will be replaced.  
 



 

 

 
 

A similar example is shown in FY2027. It was assumed that when commuter rail comes online, that these 
services would no longer be needed, so the cost of the routes would be dedicted from the Wake Transit funds 
requested for the new service. 

 
 
This rule is also incorporated into the Multiyear Operating Program (MYOP), adopted with the FY22 Work Plan.  
He focused on Cary route expansions to offer Sunday and Holiday service to their routes. Increasing mid-day 
frequency on pre-existing routes. Most of Cary’s services are relatively new but Route 100 did exist before 
Wake Transit was a thing. You can see that what Wake Transit will cover for the route is above what was 
already being covered pre-Wake Transit.  
 



 

 

 
 

 
 
CAMPO’s position is that there is an agreed upon and adopted policy that requires a maintenance of effort 
baseline amount to be met for services that existed pre-Wake Transit.  
 
That this policy has been approved and adopted by the TPAC and Governing Boards each year in varying 
policies and documents and that a change to the policy can only be done by action of the governing boards.  
 
CAMPO feels strongly that no one agency, or both lead agencies can unilaterally decide to apply the policy 
differently for themselves or any other partner. That the policy must be implemented fairly and equally across 
all impacted partners.  
 



 

 

Should there be an adjustment to the policy, it could “severely undermine our ability to accomplish the goals of 
the Wake Transit Plan.” For example, to expand the bus service network by 3x and to increase population and 
job located near transit.  We can’t reach these goals if we use Wake Transit revenues to back fill and pay for 
services that already existed. Allowing supplantation and not sticking firm to supplementation would impact our 
budget by $40.7 million each year.  
 
This puts all projects in the Work Plan in jeopardy of not being funded or being pushed to later years, and with 
Bus Service Expansion being the lowest priority investment type that could mean that there will be no or very 
little expansion through 2030 and beyond.  
 
To further demonstrate how the maintenance of effort requirement works, Bret showed an example of a project 
that existed pre-Wake Transit and how the annual cost per hour + 2.5% inflation rate is applied and how the 
Wake Transit portion of the overall route cost gets calculated. He stated that Wake Transit is only responsible 
for net revenue hours above the 2016 baseline and those service that were funded through an adopted Wake 
Transit Work Plan.  
 
David Eatman commented that he is not in favor of changing or recommending a policy change today, but is 
interested in discussing the creation of a workgroup or committee to look at whether or not a policy adjustment 
is needed or if we need to develop some type of process to address one-off situations.  
 
Bret asked to hold a motion for a few more slides, He wants to make sure that the TPAC members who are 
new or may not be as aware of this policy as the providers are, have the chance to understand the policy as it 
is today, before we get into further discussion.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Saundra Freeman also supports the idea of creating a workgroup to further discuss if changes to the policy are 
needed. CAMPO has done a good job explaining their perspective on the issue and she agrees that the partners 
should get together in committee to talk more about different perspectives and come back with a 
recommendation that makes sense.  
 
Bret stated that today we need to get some type of confirmation from the TPAC on how to move forward. There 
are numerous planning activities that need to know how to move forward, and they can’t do that while the lead 
agencies have a difference in opinion.  



 

 

 
Saundra followed up that this issue has to do with a GoTriangle reimbursement and that the two lead agencies 
can sit down and figure out how to resolve that issue without bringing the TPAC into the discussion. That she 
wants to work through and come up with a compromise to move their reimbursement forward, but that the policy 
doesn’t need to change for any of the other partners right now, or not until it has been reviewed further and a 
recommendation from committee comes before the TPAC. 
 
Bret asked for clarity, “Are that the two lead agencies agreeing at this time that the current policy will be applied 
as it stands?”  
Saundra said she is unfamiliar with the term “maintenance of effort” and asked if that is a term used in the ILA 
or somewhere else to interpret what that means. She clarified that what she is saying is that the two lead 
agencies will discuss the matter offline to come up with a resolution for the issues.    
Bret responded that the lead agencies have tried that approach for 6 months and it hasn’t worked. They agreed 
to bring it to the TPAC for guidance because they were at a stalemate.   
Saundra doesn’t believe that the TPAC members can offer effective feedback on their issue. She has had 
recent talks with the GoTriangle team and they are ready to get this situation resolved and move on from it.  
 
Tim agrees that there is some room to discuss if adjustments to the existing policy are needed to better address 
inflationary impacts. He noted that they did discuss maintenance of effort requirements when developing the 
original policy, but that they did not specifically dive into what would happen if the cost of services jumped 
significantly. For example, if they double in a year. He agreed with Bret though that a change to the policy is 
not a unilateral thing. It is to be adopted and incorporated into our plans. The financial policies are meant to be 
agreed upon and offer clarity and guidance on how we do things. It makes the Work Plan and other financials 
predictable. Pulling together a group to talk about what happens as service hour costs go up, and how to 
incorporate that into the plan. Prefer, at this time, that we have the discussions about possible needed changes 
and follow proper process to have them integrated into the Work Plan. This may be addressing COVID related 
impacts and labor shortages to increased costs. The Work Plan is the place where we can incorporate changes 
if they are approved. The unilateral decision to apply the policy differently is his biggest concern, not that there 
are emerging challenges that the TPAC or subcommittee should talk through. It is the job of project sponsors 
to bring these issues to the TPAC for discussion and to get guidance on how to move forward. 
 
Bret asked the TPAC if, for the FY23 Work Plan we should continue applying the policy as it stands, until and 
unless the current policy changes by act of the governing boards, or if we should assume allowing backfill so 
reduce the liquidity by $40.7 million, or some lesser amount for back fill. We need guidance from the TPAC on 
how to move forward for the Work Plan, Bus Plan, reimbursement requests, etc.  
 
Saundra stated that she thinks we have agreed that we are not going to change the policy now. $40.7 million 
impact needs to be further assessed. GoTriangle will continue to apply the policy as it stands until or if something 
else is approved. CAMPO and GoTriangle will work through what they need to work through and are not 
suggesting that anything change right now.  
 
Bret and Saundra agreed to apply the policy as is for both agencies planning processes until a change is made, 
but still said that they need to work through their reimbursement.  
 
Stephanie noted that what she is hearing is that GoTriangle still wants special treatment for their reimbursement 
and that they are not actually comfortable with the policy standing as is for all current activities to be reassessed 
if/when a change to the policy is adopted.  
 
Saundra replied that they need their money that is in flux. That GoTriangle doesn’t want to have this 
conversation in front of the TPAC. That they need to get what they can at this time and will put the outstanding 
funds in a separate bucket to try and get reimbursed later if/when the policy is amended.  
 
Received as information. TPAC provided guidance stating that the financial maintenance of effort requirement 
for bus service expansion will continue as is until and if the current policy is changed. Stephanie will support 
Tax District Administration lead agency staff to develop a workgroup to further discuss the issue and see if a 
recommendation for a change in policy is needed.  
 

-- Conduct Roll Call Vote – 



 

 

 
XI. Proposed Updates to Adopted Wake Transit Work Plan Amendment Policy and Process 

(Information Item: Bret Martin, CAMPO, 10 minutes) 
 
In response to a number of emerging issues highlighting the presence of gaps in the adopted Wake Transit 
Work Plan Amendment Policy and Process, CAMPO staff has developed a draft policy document with updates 
to address these gaps. This draft document is currently under review by the TPAC Planning & Prioritization 
Subcommittee and is anticipated to come before the TPAC as a final draft on February 9th.  
 
Bret first reviewed the development and anticipated adoption schedule for the updated policy pointing out how 
the adoption could be worked into the FY22/Q4 amendment cycle if adopted. He then walked through the 
proposed changes to the policy.  
 

 
 

 
 
Bret noted on the 2nd page that the grouping of amendments by Major and Minor really has no purpose, but 
instead it makes more sense has provides more utility to Wake Transit staff to have them grouped as either an 
operating and capital project amendment.  
 



 

 

He also pointed out that there is still some question on subcommittee roles in processing minor amendment 
requests. Right now minor amendments are only reviewed by B&F, but moving forward it makes sense for both 
B&F and P&P to be aware of and discuss minor amendment requests.  
 
Received as information.  
 
 

XII. FY2023 Wake Transit Work Plan: Development Update 
(Information Item: Bret Martin, CAMPO, 15 minutes)  

 
The TPAC and its assigned lead agencies (CAMPO and GoTriangle) are responsible for the development of all 
components of annual Wake Transit Work Plans. This includes: 

• Annual Operating and Capital Budgets; 

• Multi-Year Operating Program; 

• Multi-Year Capital Improvement Plan (CIP); 

• Update of the Wake Transit Financial Plan and financial model assumptions; and 

• Project-Level Operating and Capital Funding Agreements. 
 

Bret gain started the presentation with a review of the Work Plan development schedule. It was highlighted that 
there is only 1 week for the subcommittees to hold a joint meeting to discuss needed changes to the draft Work 
Plan prior to the TPAC’s review to recommend it on April 20th.   

Bret displayed the FY23 Modeled revenue put together by Steve at GoTriangle as a reminder of what the 
currently projected revenue are. The only change proposed from the last version reviewed is to increase the ½ 
cent sales tax revenue up from $101 million to $104 million based on updated actual data now available. That 
helps out overall budget this year and in out years.  

To address the $249 million funding gap, staff and partners have taken closer looks at currently budgeted and 
programmed expenditures to right-size them where possible. No significant lump sums were identified but all 
together about $19 million was found, so the new gap in $230 million dollars.  

The next step is to take a look at various funding scenarios to address the gap. We must have a fiscally 
constrained Work Plan to move forward with. The Work Plan represents a snap-shot in time, in other words, it 
is not set in stone. As more information comes available and different shifts in what is and is not funded through 
FY2030, can be evaluated and changed. The biggest takeaway from initial scenario review is that we cannot 
have a solvent Work Plan without delaying CRT and/or a BRT project.  A deeper review of all scenarios will 
take place at the joint subcommittee tomorrow.  

Received as information. 

 
XIII. FY2023 Wake Transit Work Plan: Engagement Strategy  

(Information Item: Liz Raskopf, GoTriangle 10 minutes) Attachments D & E 
 
The draft FY2023 Wake Transit Work Plan will be available for public review and comment from February 14th-
March 16th, 2022. Liz presented an overview of the engagement strategy for the Work Plan including a list of 
the materials being developed, and an update of the CE Subcommittee process to finalize the drafts. 
She pointed out the graphics that have been created and will be used for both the draft and recommended 
engagement periods that occur each year.  
GoTriangle staff are working on the news release, social media schedule and content, webpage content and 
other information. They have begun communicating with community organizations about the upcoming 
engagement period and are working to lock down a schedule of events and activities that they will be 
implementing through the 30-day comment period.  
 
TPAC members are asked to submit comments on the draft materials to eraskopf@gotrangle.org by end of day 
on Friday, January 14th.  
 
Received as information. 
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Progress Update: Greater Triangle Commuter Rail Feasibility Study (Phase II) 
(Information Item: Katharine Eggleston, GoTriangle, 20 minutes)  
 
Note: This presentation was moved off of the agenda to after adjournment to respect member’s time, but 
Katherine stayed on the line to present the slides for members who wanted to stay on the line and get the 
project update. The Greater Triangle Commuter Rail project slides are still included in the TPAC presentation 
posted with this meeting’s archived information on the TPAC webpages.  
 
 

XIV. Subcommittee Report: 
Subcommittee meeting agendas and materials are posted online at least 3 days in advance of scheduled 
meetings at https://www.campo-nc.us/about-us/committees/wake-county-transit-planning-advisory-committee-
tpac/subcommittee.  
 

 
Subcommittee report:  
Nominations for 2022 TPAC Subcommittee Chairs and Vice Chairs opened in December, and each group’s 
draft February-July Work Task List was emailed to subcommittee members for review just before Christmas 
break. Elections and a vote to adopt the Work Task Lists will occur at each subcommittee’s January meeting.  
 
On December 2nd the CE Subcommittee met. The chairs walked through the progress made toward 
accomplishing the previous 6 month’s Work Task List. Lead agency staff provided updates, and input was used 
to draft the Task List being considered in January. One significant new task is the development of a Wake 
Transit Communications Plan now that a Wake Transit Communications Coordinator has been hired at 
GoTriangle. Members then reviewed the FY23 Work Plan engagement strategy and draft materials and 
received a progress report on the development of the updated Community Engagement Policy.  

 
On December 17th a Joint B&F and P&P Subcommittee meeting was held to recommend the FY22/Q3 
Amendment Requests to be considered by the TPAC earlier on this agenda. Then discussion focused on 
development of the FY23 Work Plan budget. There was some time available for members to review initial 
funding scenarios to address the $230 million funding gap that remains through FY2030.  
 
A second joint meeting, to continue the discussion on funding options to address the gap, has been scheduled 
on January 13th from 10:30am-12:00pm.   
 

 
XV. Other Business 

 
Any new or old business to discuss? 
 
 

XVI. Adjourn 
 
The next TPAC meeting is scheduled to be held virtually on February 9th, 2022.  
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January 12, 2022 Voting Record: 
 

 
 
 

Chat Notes for Mila, Bret and Others: 
 
RE: Mila’s Departure 
from Bret Martin (internal) to everyone:    10:03 AM 
Congrats again, Mila! 
from Saundra Freeman to everyone:    10:03 AM 
Good luck Mila; we will miss you.   
from Margaret Scully to everyone:    10:03 AM 
Best of luck to you Mila. You will shine wherever you go.  
from Mila Vega to everyone:    10:04 AM 
Thank you everyone! :)  
from Sharon Chavis to everyone:    10:04 AM 
Congratulations Mila! 
from Mila Vega to everyone:    10:40 AM 
Please join to my LinkedIn network if you would like to stay connected :) https://www.linkedin.com/in/mila-vega-
7203469/ 
 
 
RE: Bret’s Departure 
from Mila Vega to everyone:    10:04 AM 
Bret, congratulations!!! 
from Saundra Freeman to everyone:    10:04 AM 



 

 

The very best of luck to you Bret as well.  Enjoy the snow.   
from Aniita Davis-Haywood to everyone:    10:04 AM 
Best of luck Bret. Congratulations! 
from Liz Raskopf, GoTriangle to everyone:    10:05 AM 
Congratulations Bret!!  
from Sharon Chavis to everyone:    10:05 AM 
Congratulations Bret! 
from Margaret Scully to everyone:    10:06 AM 
Congratulations Bret.. It has been a pleasure working with you during your time in the triangle. Your new position

 seems like a perfect position for you. Remember your friends here in the Raleigh UZA. 
from Het Patel (internal) to everyone:    10:10 AM 
Congrats Bret and Mila! Thanks for all your contributions to WTP and TPAC :)  
from Bret Martin (internal) to everyone:    10:11 AM 
Thanks, everyone! 
from Katie Urban to everyone:    10:14 AM 
It has been great working with you Brett and Mila.. Good luck to you both :) 
 
 
Other Comments:  
from Shannon Cox to everyone:    10:13 AM 
Congratulations on those beautiful babies and happy weddings! 
from Allison Wylie to everyone:    10:13 AM 
Thank you! 
from Gaby Lawlor - Town of Garner to everyone:    10:14 AM 
Thanks :) 
from Katie Urban to everyone:    10:15 AM 
I love the wedding and baby pictures. Congrats to all & all the love/success going forward :) 
from Jenny Green (privately):    10:36 AM 
Thank you for sharing the personal items. It is nice to have a personal connection to members when we are 
unable to meet in person. Let's keep that up in future meetings! 


